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Manar Food Industries LLC
Rusayl, Sultanate of Oman
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Oman Foodstuff Factory LLC & group of companies is one of the leading FMCG manufacturing company in the Sultanate
of Oman for more than three decades. Our world class expertise, high standard of quality and ability to incorporate
up to date technologies in to our system makes us competitive and progressive in the entire industry. Oman Foodstuff
products are produced with quality ingredients and latest technology.
Our product range includes Chips, Snacks, Tomato Paste and Milk Powder packed under the brands ‘Al Mudhish’, ‘Ami’s’,
‘Suroor’ as well as private label for customers all over the world.
Oman Foodstuff Factory has manufacturing facilities for chips, tomato paste and milk powder in Muscat , Oman. The
range of chips includes tortilla chips, classic potato chips, ripples range and healthy new way to snack - lite bite.
Both Al Mudhish and Ami’s milk powder are packed both in Aluminum sachets and tins in various sizes. Two brands
Tomato paste are manufactured at Muscat factory and the tin packing of tomato paste manufactured at Salalah Factory.
Our products are exported to GCC, AGCC and African markets. Suroor and Zaaky chips are manufactured under Manar
Food Industries LLC.
OFF is also supported by its own can-making facility Muscat Cans, which enables it to produce high quality cans in
various sizes together with the facility to print and lacquer.
The UAE operation include Ami’s Food industries which produces tasty Indian snacks and Oman food stuff trading
company which handles the trade of Oman Foodstuff Factory’s products.
We have registered offices in Both Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait for distribution and the products are distributed
through a third party distributed in Kingdom of Qatar and Kingdom of Bahrain

Vision
To be most admired and loved
company by producing best quality
food products at unparalleled value
for money for consumers to enjoy
daily healthy life.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

Mission
To deliver high quality food
products at unbeatable
value backed by unmatched
customer service.

www.almudhish.com
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QUALITY CERTIFICATE
Oman Foodstuff Factory LLC is the first fully integrated food
processing plant of its kind in the Sultanate of Oman to be
accredited with Food Safety Management Systems ISO :22000
2005.
This is a proof of our relentless endeavor for manufacturing high
quality products. Being a manufacturer, one of the main reasons
for its success is the commitment of consumers, leadership and
direction of management and unequalled work ethics of the
staff that adhere strictly to the QUALITY. The company’s TOTAL
QUALITY MANAGEMENT envisages procedures and practices
design to produce high quality products based on established
international standards which are monitored and carefully
scrutinized by experienced quality assurance staff at every stage
of production.
In achieving Food Safety Management Systems ISO 22000:2005,
Certifications, OFF has proved its commitment to quality based on
laid down procedures. These procedures and controls are strictly
monitored and followed covering procurement of raw materials,
packaging materials, strict supervision over production processes
and finished goods and ensuring timely dispatch of products to
the customers.
It is these attributes that has enabled OFF to be a market leader in
all range of products. This achievement has enabled us to ensure
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION on the quality of products, increased
efficiency in our production capacity and wider distribution of our
range of products both within and outside the Sultanate of Oman.
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OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
We have made an incredible brand ‘Al Mudhish’ that rings with the Nation’s spirit of excellence.
For me, Oman Foodstuff Factory & Group of Companies supplies food to my beloved country and is a lifelong
passion and I am proud to push the boundaries to make this entity a jewel in the country’s history.
Our ambition is to rise to a strong MENA brand by 2020 with presence across all countries in the region.
We are confident to reach this milestone as we are innovators. In fact we have grown beyond just a snacks
manufacturer to a food company with multiple product portfolios. We will continue to add more products and
expand to new markets every year.
We have diversified in line with the ever growing demands of the consumer. We are on our way to become a
regional brand and by 2020 we will be present in all GCC countries. We will also increase our visibility in more
African countries. Our consistent innovations and investments have been made carefully to help us boost our
ambition to become a regional leader within the time frames we have set for ourselves.

Surendra Dhirajlal
Chairman

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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OMAN FOOD STUFF FACTORY LLC - CHIPS FACTORY
The chips factory at Rusayl Industrial estate in Oman follows high standard of manufacturing practice.
At most care is taken in selecting the raw material and chips are prepared in internationally accepted
method of preparation. Chips are manufactured with the right kind of cooking agent at a right
temperature. The factory is equipped with latest technology and machinery which helps not only in the
preparation, also in International standard of packaging and storage.
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International
standard of
packaging
and storage

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

The chips are
flour-locked
in nitrogenfilled packs for
a long lasting
taste.

AL MUDHISH TORTILLA CHIPS (PIZZA FLAVOUR)
Al Mudhish is the pioneer brand of tortilla chips in the region. Enjoyed by
millions in the GCC region and beyond for its taste and crispiness. Al Mudhish
Tortilla Chips Pizza Flavour are manufactured from fresh, natural corn masa
flour with added original pizza seasoning. The chips are flour-locked in
nitrogen-filled packs for a long lasting taste.
Sizes: 20gm, 40gm, 100gm, 200gm

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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AL MUDHISH RIPPLE CRUNCH RANGE
Al Mudhish Ripple Crunch is one of the leading brands of fresh potato chips in
the Sultanate of Oman. The potatoes used are specially selected from directly
from farms and the final product is 100% natural without any artificial additives.
The product is manufactured using high quality natural ingredients with the
latest food processing technology and equipment – to ensure not only safe and
tasty snack – but extra crispy too.

Ripple Crunch
brings you
a varied and
exciting range
of snacks,
prepared
in extreme
hygiene
conditions
and with best
quality raw
materials.

Flavors: Sour Cream Onion, Cheese, Chilly, Hot Souce & many more
Sizes: 15gm, 75gm, 150gm
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The potatoes
used are
specially
selected
directly from
farms and the
final product is
100% natural
without any
artificial
additives.

AL MUDHISH CLASSIC POTATO CHIPS
Al Mudhish Classic Potato Chips is one of the leading brands of fresh potato
chips in the Sultanate of Oman. The product is processed with latest technology
using only high quality natural ingredients. The potatoes used are specially
selected directly from farms and the final product is 100% natural without any
artificial additives. The chips are extra crispy, crunchy – and rich in taste and
healthy to eat

Flavors: Salted, Salt & Vinegar, Chille

Sizes: 15gm, 75gm, 150gm

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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AL MUDHISH LITE BITE
Healthy new way to snack
The Lite Bite is healthy all the way, most healthy cooking method is used In preparing
these delicious bites. The crunchy and flavour full bites are packed to keep them crispy
and fresh.

The crunchy
and flavour
full bites are
packed to
keep them
crispy and
fresh.

Flavors: Cheese and Garlic, Sour Cream and Onion, Olives and thyme, salt and vinegar
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Oman Foodstuff
factory produces
with latest
international
technologies in
different packing
sizes and weights

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC - MILK POWDER FACTORY
Al Mudhish Milk powder is one of the leading brands in Oman and the region, well known for its taste and
quality. Oman Foodstuff factory produces with latest international technologies in different packing sizes
and weights and supplies to Oman, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain and Qatar and international market
such as African Countries.
The factory for milk powder packing is fitted with latest machines and technologies in the field of
packaging. The Milk Powder is packed in aluminium pouches and flushed with nitrogen to enhance
longevity and freshness.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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AL MUDHISH MILK POWDER
Great Taste, Uncompromising Quality.
Al Mudhish Milk Powder, a top-shelf brand of milk powder in the Oman market, is also well
known in the Middle East and North Africa markets.

Al Mudhish
Milk Powder
conform to
GCC as well
as Codex
standards and
guarantees
the highest
quality,
hygiene and
taste.

Al Mudhish Milk Powder conform to GCC as well as Codex standards and guarantees
the highest quality, hygiene and taste. Manufactured from fresh cow’s milk powder and
processed using the latest technologies, it is packed in aluminium pouches and flushed with
nitrogen to enhance longevity and freshness.
Al Mudhish Milk Powder with added Calcium and Al Mudhish Slim Milk Powder, nearly 100%
fat-free powder fortified with extra nutrients and probiotic, are both alternatives for a
healthier lifestyle.
Al Mudhish Milk Powder is available in various sizes in aluminium pouches as well as in tins.
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Manufactured
from fresh
cow’s milk
powder and
processed
using the
latest
technologies

AMI’S MILK POWDER
Ami’s Milk Powder a well known brand of milk powder in the Oman market has
also gained acceptance in the Middle East and African market. Ami’s Milk Powder
conforms to CODEX specifications as well as GCC standards and guarantee the
highest quality, hygiene and taste. Manufactured from fresh cow’s milk powder
and processed using the latest technologies. It is packed in aluminium pouches
and flushed with nitrogen to enhance longevity and freshness.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC: TOMATO PASTE FACTORY- RUSAYL
High standard in hygiene and quality is maintained in the production of tomato paste.

High standard
in hygiene
and quality
is maintained
in the
production of
tomato paste

Only natural and fresh tomato paste is selected from reliable suppliers and latest
technology is used in process, packaging and storage of the tomato paste.
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It is available
in 22% to 24%
concentration
to suit diverse
culinary
requirements

AL MUDHISH TOMATO PASTE
Al Mudhish Tomato Paste is one of the most popular tomato paste brands in the
Sultanate of Oman. It is available in 22% to 24% concentration to suit diverse culinary
requirements. Processed under the highest hygiene and technical standards, Al
Mudhish Tomato Paste is guaranteed to enhance the colour and taste of any dish.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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It is available
in 22% to 24%
concentration
to suit diverse
culinary
requirements

AMI’S TOMATO PASTE
Ami’s Tomato Paste is one of the most popular tomato paste brands in GCC & Africa. It
is available in 22% to 24% concentration to suit diverse culinary requirements. Processed
under the highest hygiene and technical standards, Ami’s Tomato Paste is guaranteed to
enhance the colour and taste of any dish.
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The company
takes care of the
packaging need of
Al Mudhish, Ami’s
brand and other
private labels.

MUSCAT CANS COMPANY LLC
Muscat Cans Co is one of the leading Can manufacturers in Oman. The company takes care of the
packaging need of Al Mudhish, Ami’s brand and other private labels. In addition the company also
caters to broad range of rigid & fexible packaging products in food packaging industries.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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MANAR FOOD INDUSTRIES LLC
Manar is an ISO 22000:2005 Certified Company dedicated to satisfying the snack cravings of our
customers, since early 2000. Our scrumptious line up of savory snacks is made using the best in
class cooking methods and innovative techniques.

The more
than 40
snacks
variants
reach every
nook and
corner of the
Sultanate of
Oman

The perfect balance of flavor with spices and the highest quality ingredients, together produce the
consistently delicious range of snacks. The more than 40 snacks variants reach every nook and
corner of the Sultanate of Oman and is exported to other countries.
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Suroor brand
offers snack
lovers option
to pick and
choose from
the bold
and unique
flavours and
munch away
to their heart’s
content.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

SUROOR SNACKS
Suroor snacks comprises of Suroor Chips, Sticks & excluder. Suroor brand offers
snack lovers option to pick and choose from the bold and unique flavours and
munch away to their heart’s content.

www.almudhish.com
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The unique
tomato
flavored
snack is a
must try
for any
snacks
lovers.

ZAAKY CHIPS
Zaaky is one of the leading brand of snacks in the Sultanate of Oman. The
unique tomato flavored snack is a must try for any snacks lovers.
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High standard
in hygiene
and quality
is maintained
in the
production of
the tomato
paste

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC: TOMATO PASTE FACTORYRAYSUT - SALALAH
Al Mudhish Tomato paste production facility is one of the state of art facility. located at the Raysut
Industrial Area, the factory produces the tomato paste packed in Tins. High standard in hygiene
and quality is maintained in the production of the tomato paste. Only natural and fresh tomatoes
are selected from reliable suppliers and latest technology is used in packaging and storage of the
tomato paste.

www.almudhish.com
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Oman Milk Products (Dairy) Company SFZCO LLC is a subsidiary company to Oman Foodstuff Factory LLC,
which is one of the leading FMCG manufacturing company in the Sultanate of Oman, since last more than
three decades. Oman Milk Products (Dairy) Company SFZCO LLC will be manufacturing the Evaporated Milk,
UHT Flavored Milk, Juices, Nectors, Still Drinks, Breakfast Drinks, Breakfast Cream, Sweeten Condensed Milk
under the same brand “Al Mudhish” in Salalah Free Zone, Salalah and the it will be the first dairy of Sultanate
of Oman to develop and produce by using highly automated equipment.

Future plan

With high automated machines comes the high cost of investments. With a view to make the optimum
utilization of resources OMPD has equipped the machines from countries like Germany, Italy, France, Sweden
and Switzerland which are considered to be the best in terms of mechanical, process engineering and also in
quality.
We work together we build the nation together. With such a large infrastructure coming up with an aim to
build nation towards the growth and be a self-capable to have its own dairy plant and thereby to be less
dependent on import of milk and dairy products.

“Coming together is a beginning, Keeping together is progress and
Working together is a Success.”
By Mr. Henry Ford,
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OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

Delivering
the products
right on
time and
in a good
condition is
our top most
priority.

OMAN SALES AND MARKETING
Oman Foodstuff factory LLC is directly handling sales and marketing of entire range of products in
the Sultanate of Oman. In addition to handling the marketing of the products also keeps a control
over the quality of the products. Delivering the products right on time and in a good condition is our
top most priority.

IBRA

IBRI-1

MUSANNAH

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

IBRI-2

NIZWA

www.almudhish.com

JALAN - 1

SALALAH

JALAN - 2

SOHAR
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AMI’S FOOD INDUSTRIES FZCO - Jebel Ali Dubai
Ami’s food industries was incorporated in October 2002, in Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai, UAE. Amis’s
food manufactures Indian Snacks and Ready to eat products. Ami’s has successfully completed the
journey of being a small entrepreneur to one of the UAE best-selling brand name in all its products.
The entity is known for its variety and the prime focus of the company is to serve Ready to eat
products and Snacks directly to consumers. Ami’s products are well accepted by the consumers and
this acceptance continues to grow every day. Ami’s has achieved the HACCP certification.
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Journey of
being a small
entrepreneur
to one of the
UAE bestselling brand
name in all
its products

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

Omani
foodstuff
team who
shares a
common
idea of
assurances
and services
to its
customers

OMANI FOODSTUFF TRADING
Omani Foodstuff Trading was incorporated in January, 1998, in Dubai, UAE. Omani foodstuff deals in trading
“AL MUDHISH” products in range from popular Al Mudhish Milk Powder in tins as well as sachets to snack based
crisps like Ready Salted Fresh Potato Chips, to the zesty Al Mudhish Tomato Paste. We export all the Al Mudhish
Products to major Middle East and African Countries. Omani foodstuff staff team who shares a common idea
of assurances and services to its customers with high quality standard of their experience. The company will
continue maintaining its long-term policy to work with its distributors and consumers with full co-operation and
giving the best product to its consumers.

Mission Statement
To create a long-term business relationship with our customers through disciplined management process and
consistent customer service.

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

State of Kuwait
Company is directly
handling sales and
marketing of entire
range of products
in Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and
State of Kuwait.
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OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

Kingdom of Bahrain

State of Qatar

Distributors
are distributing
entire Product
Range in
Kingdom of
Bahrain and
State of Qatar

OMAN FOODSTUFF FACTORY LLC

www.almudhish.com
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P.O. Box: 88, Rusayl, Postal Code: 124, Sultanate of Oman
E-mail: mudhish@omantel.net.om
visit us: www.almudhish.com

